PLATEAU IN MUSCLE BLOOD FLOW DURING PROLONGED EXERCISE IN MINIATURE SWINE
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SUMMARY

Muscle blood flow remained unchanged during prolonged exercise when pigs were cooled by skin wetting and a fan. This muscle blood flow response was comparable to that of humans exercising under similar conditions. The effect of temperature on this response is uncertain since both increases and decreases in muscle blood flow have been reported during thermal stress. Swine were similar to humans in regulating blood flow distribution during prolonged exercise. Cardiovascular drift in swine differs from that in humans due to differences in temperature regulation, posture and maintenance of central blood volume. The upward drift in heart rate and cardiac output during prolonged exercise was probably the result of increasing skin blood flow and sympathetic drive. Upward drift in oxygen consumption in animals has not been well demonstrated, but our results tend to support the known contributing factors in humans. Further work is needed to determine the role of temperature and exercise intensity on the muscle blood flow response to prolonged exercise.
INTRODUCTION

Prolonged exercise challenges the systemic regulation of metabolism, blood flow and temperature. Previous studies in rats and miniature swine have suggested that muscle blood flow progressively increases over time during prolonged treadmill exercise (3,4,23). Cardiac output matched this progressive time dependent response for the swine (3). In contrast, humans have exhibited a relatively constant muscle blood flow (1) and cardiac output (9) when exercising in a thermoneutral environment at a fixed intensity. These contrasting findings may be partially attributed to differences in natural capacity for thermoregulation.

Core temperature has been shown to increase in proportion to the duration and intensity of exercise and the environmental heat load in humans (29,32). Blood flow was redistributed to the skin during prolonged exercise to support heat loss by sweating (32). This resulted in a cardiovascular drift (CVD) that has been described as a progressive decline in central blood volume, stroke volume and mean arterial pressure along with an upward drift in heart rate (5-15%), and an unchanged cardiac output (9). Thermoregulatory mechanisms associated with CVD resulted in a modest upward drift in core temperature (1-1.5°C) that reached a plateau after 30 minutes of exercise (9,29).

In contrast, non-sweating animals have limited avenues for heat dissipation during exercise. This has been demonstrated by the marked increases in core temperature that have occurred during prolonged exercise in both rats and pigs (3,12). In pigs, a progressive 2.5°C increase in colonic temperature during 30 minutes of treadmill exercise was associated with 25% (62 b·min⁻¹) and 22% increases in heart rate and cardiac output, respectively (3). These results describe the greater thermal and cardiovascular stress and characteristically different CVD during exercise for the pig compared to humans. Furthermore, cooling miniature swine by skin wetting and a fan has limited the increases in core temperature and heart rate during prolonged runs of up to five hours in duration (26). These observations suggest that increases in core temperature were a principle determinant of the increases in cardiac output and muscle blood flow during prolonged exercise in swine (3). A suggestion that contradicts reports on sheep (5) and humans (32).

Therefore, the purpose of this investigation was to further examine the role of core temperature in the regulation of central hemodynamics and regional blood flow during prolonged exercise. This study focused on
muscle blood flow responses to prolonged treadmill exercise. A more detailed description of splanchnic blood flow responses has been presented in a separate publication (13).

METHODS

Animal Subjects. Eight male miniature swine (5.1 ± 12 kg, X±SD; 9-12 months old) served as subjects for this investigation (Yarshire strain, Riggs Pigs, Ramona, CA). Animals were housed individually in a facility approved by AALAC and the USDA. Pig chow was given twice daily for a total intake of 4% of body weight. Water intake was ad libitum.

Exercise Training Protocol. Animals were familiarized with treadmill exercise for two weeks prior to the initiation of exercise training. Treadmill familiarization progressed from low speed walking to slow running for 10 minute periods on three alternate days per week (MWF). Two maximal exercise tests (MXT) were used to establish the pre-training exercise capacity and maximal heart rate (HR) response. Training intensity was set at 65% of the maximum HR reserve \[HR_{rest} + 0.65 \times (HR_{max} - HR_{rest})\]. Animals were trained five days per week beginning with 20 min/day during week one and progressing to 60 min/day by week six. Thereafter, animals trained 60 min/day, three to four days per week with a shorter 30 min exercise bout on Wednesday. The appropriate training intensity was maintained by weekly heart rate monitoring and adjustment of the treadmill workload to correct for training adaptations. Animals were cooled with a fan and water spray throughout the training runs. Prior to surgery, duplicate MXTs were conducted on separate days to ascertain the effects of training. Post-surgery, animals were permitted to recover four to five days before initiating a re-training protocol. Re-training began with 10 minutes of slow walking and progressed to 30 minutes of regular training after week one. The 60 minute duration was achieved by the end of week two and continued into week three. MXTs were repeated at the end of week three to ascertain the state of training. Exercise experiments were conducted during the fourth week following surgery.

Maximal Exercise Testing (MXT). Animals performed MXTs on a treadmill prior to training, following 8 weeks of training and prior to surgery, and after completing the three week recovery and re-training protocol. The test protocol was designed to elicit a maximal exercise response in approximately 12-15 minutes. The first three stages of 1.9 mph/5% grade, 3.1/5%, and
4.3/5% each lasted three minutes and they were consistent for all tests performed. This permitted an evaluation of submaximal adaptations to exercise training. Subsequently, the treadmill grade was increased by 2.5 or 5% every two minutes until the maximal work load had been achieved. The criteria for determining a maximal response were a plateau in heart rate despite an increase in external workload and/or fatigue as evidenced by an inability of the animal to maintain the work load. The maximal work load was then expressed in watts by the formula: \[\text{speed (m/min)} \cdot \{(1+(\% \text{ grade/100})\} \cdot \text{[body weight(kg)]} \cdot [6.1]^{-1} \text{ (6.1 kgm/min = 1 watt)}.\]

The maximal exercise tests provided determinations of both submaximal and maximal exercise responses.

**Surgical Procedures.** Anesthesia was induced with ketamine (25 mg/kg) plus atropine (1/60 gr) injected IM followed by sodium thiopental (20 mg/kg) IV. Following intubation the animal was maintained on 1-2% halothane and oxygen. A left lateral thoracotomy was performed in the fourth intercostal space. Silastic catheters and a temperature port were introduced through the chest wall from exit sites adjacent to the dorsal spine. Two catheters were placed in the descending aorta. A small incision was made in the pericardium and catheters were introduced into the pulmonary artery and left atrium. The temperature port was placed just cranial to the diaphragm and positioned near the apex of the heart. The port was constructed of 2.5 I.D. silastic tubing and sealed at the internal end with silicone adhesive (GE RTV 112). The pericardium was then closed with 3-0 Ethibond (Polybutylate coated Polyester) suture. The chest was closed in layers with 2-0 Vicryl (polyglactin). Catheters were flushed with saline, retained with 1000 units·ml⁻¹ heparin and closed with a silk ligature. Sealed catheters were then buried in a subcutaneous pouch adjacent to the spine. A subcuticular stitch (3-0 Vicryl) was used to close all skin incisions. Following three weeks of recovery and re-training the catheters were exteriorized under general anesthesia. The technique of burying catheters subcutaneously for three weeks has proven successful in preventing sinus tract infections and the resulting septicemia. In two animals, catheterization of the aortic root and pulmonary artery was performed by threading silastic and Swan-Ganz catheters into the internal carotid artery and internal jugular vein, respectively. These two animals had previously undergone a laparotomy to catheterize abdominal vessels for dietary studies.
Experimental Protocol. Following a normal recovery from surgery, animals were retrained for three weeks prior to performing the two hour runs. Animals performed the runs at the training intensity of 65% of heart rate reserve following an overnight fast. The treadmill speed and grade ranged from 3.1-3.5 mph and 5 to 10% grade, respectively. Runs were terminated at exhaustion or the completion of 120 minutes. Animals were sprayed with cool water (18-20°C) every 2-5 minutes and a fan was directed on the animal throughout the run. Room temperatures averaged 20°C dry bulb and 15°C wet bulb. Radiolabeled 15 micron microspheres (Ce, Cr, Sn, Ru, Nb, Sc, In, and Gd) were injected at rest, 5 minutes, 30 minutes and end exercise for measurement of regional blood flow by the technique of Heymann et al (18). Each injection contained 4 to 5 x 10^6 microspheres to insure that a minimum of 400 microspheres were obtained in each 6 to 8 gram tissue sample obtained at sacrifice. In two animals, microspheres were injected into the aortic root (22). Flow data for the heart, lungs and organs cranial to the aortic injection site were excluded due to poor microsphere distribution in these two pigs. Total gastrointestinal blood flow was determined by cleaning and weighing each organ or region and multiplying that weight times the flow derived from microsphere measurements. Total gastrointestinal flow was derived from the combined flows to the liver, spleen, pancreas, stomach and small and large intestine and then expressed per kilogram body weight. Blood pressure, heart rate, cardiac output, peripheral resistance, core temperature, arterial and mixed venous blood gases, oxygen consumption, and plasma glucose and lactate were determined at rest, 5, 30, 60 and 120 minutes of exercise. Mean arterial pressure was measured with a Statham P23ID transducer and recorded on a Brush 260 recorder. The transducer was zeroed at the level of the left atrium. Systemic vascular resistance was calculated from mean arterial pressure and cardiac output. Heart rate was obtained from a surface bipolar electrocardiogram using a Hewlett-Packard 1511B electrocardiogram recorder. Cardiac output was determined by indicator dilution techniques using the Waters COR-100A cardiac output computer. Indocyanine green (2.5-5 mg) was injected into the left atrium or pulmonary artery while blood was withdrawn from the descending aorta. Computer calibration was performed with a dynamic calibration loop using each animal's own blood and an internal reference signal prior to each study. Core temperature was obtained from a Yellow Springs Instruments (YSI) Series 400 thermistor probe inserted
into the temperature port and interfaced with a YSI Model 43 telethermometer. Blood gases and pH were measured on a Radiometer ABL3 and corrected for porcine blood (37). Total body oxygen consumption was derived from the Fick equation using the arterial and mixed venous oxygen contents and cardiac output measurements. Plasma glucose and lactate were measured on a YSI Model 23L glucose/lactate analyzer. Since dietary manipulation altered blood glucose and lactate concentrations during exercise in two animals, their glucose and lactate data were not included in the analysis.

**Statistical Analysis.** Paired comparisons were performed using Student's t test. Repeated measures analysis of variance was used for multiple comparisons during the prolonged runs (8). Post hoc comparisons were conducted using Tukey's procedure (38). Multiple regression analysis was performed to identify variables contributing to the variance in the dependent variable. Values are presented as the Mean ± Standard Error of the Mean. The minimum level of significance was set at .05 for all comparisons.

**RESULTS**

**Exercise Training Responses.** Following surgery and retraining, heart rates at two standard submaximal workloads were reduced by 35 and 38 b·min⁻¹, while the relative watt·pulse⁻¹ increased by 22 and 66 % in comparison to pretraining values. Peak relative work (watts·kg⁻¹) and watt·pulse⁻¹ at maximal exercise increased 43 % and 44 %, respectively, when compared to the pretraining responses. The exercise responses post training and following surgery and retraining were not different. These training adaptations enabled the eight animals to run at 65% of the heart rate reserve for 98 ± 7 minutes during the prolonged runs.

**Hemodynamics.** Cardiac output, heart rate (HR), and mean arterial pressure (MAP) increased and systemic vascular resistance decreased when all exercise means were compared to rest (Table 1, Figure 1). Stroke volume did not change from rest to end exercise. Cardiac output and heart rate increased and systemic vascular resistance decreased from 5 min to the 60 min and end exercise time points. Mean arterial pressure increased from rest but did not change during the exercise bout. The rate pressure product (HR x MAP) at 60 min was elevated above the 5 min value.
### Table 1. Hemodynamic and Metabolic Responses to Prolonged Treadmill Exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>REST</th>
<th>5 min</th>
<th>30 min</th>
<th>60 min</th>
<th>END</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VO₂, ml·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹</td>
<td>7.6 ± .4</td>
<td>32.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>33.2 ± 1.6</td>
<td>34.7 ± 2.1</td>
<td>34.3 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QT, 1·min⁻¹</td>
<td>5.8 ± .3</td>
<td>13.6 ± .8</td>
<td>14.5 ± .8</td>
<td>15.2 ± 1.0*</td>
<td>15.4 ± 1.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QT, ml·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹</td>
<td>117 ± 9</td>
<td>274 ± 16</td>
<td>252 ± 17</td>
<td>305 ± 21*</td>
<td>307 ± 19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR, beats·min⁻¹</td>
<td>94 ± 6</td>
<td>212 ± 5</td>
<td>225 ± 5</td>
<td>229 ± 4</td>
<td>232 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV, ml·min⁻¹·kg⁻¹</td>
<td>1.29 ± .14</td>
<td>1.29 ± .07</td>
<td>1.27 ± .08</td>
<td>1.29 ± .08</td>
<td>1.29 ± .08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-vO₂, vol%</td>
<td>6.7 ± .5</td>
<td>12.1 ± .5</td>
<td>11.5 ± .4</td>
<td>11.4 ± .3</td>
<td>11.2 ± .3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa, Torr</td>
<td>107 ± 5</td>
<td>121 ± 5</td>
<td>120 ± 4</td>
<td>120 ± 4</td>
<td>118 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVR, HU</td>
<td>18.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>9.2 ± .7</td>
<td>8.6 ± .8</td>
<td>8.3 ± .8*</td>
<td>8.1 ± .8*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| HR X Pa (10⁻³)                                                         | 10.6 ± 1.1 | 25.7 ± 1.5| 28.0 ± 1.2| 28.4 ± 1.2*| 28.1 ± 1.3*
| pHₐ                                                                   | 7.45 ± .01 | 7.45 ± .01| 7.47 ± .01| 7.47 ± .01| 7.48 ± .01|
| pHᵥ                                                                   | 7.40 ± .01 | 7.35 ± .01| 7.38 ± .01| 7.39 ± .01| 7.40 ± .01|
| LAV, mmol·l⁻¹                                                          | .63 ± .12  | 2.02 ± .35| 2.05 ± .44| 1.83 ± .39| 2.62 ± .61|
| GLV, mmol·l⁻¹                                                          | 3.88 ± .46 | 3.98 ± .50| 3.63 ± .49| 3.18 ± .39*| 2.95 ± .41*|
| Te, °C                                                                 | 38.6 ± .1  | 39.4 ± .2 | 39.9 ± .2 | 39.7 ± .3*| 39.7 ± .2*|

*Values are means ± SE, n=8 except for SV and HR X Pa where n=7 and for LAV and GLV where n=6. VO₂, O₂ consumption; QT, cardiac output; HR, heart rate; SV, stroke volume; a-vO₂, arterial-mixed venous O₂ difference; Pa, mean arterial pressure; SVR, systemic vascular resistance; pHₐ, arterial pH; pHᵥ, venous pH; LAV, mixed venous lactate; GLV, mixed venous glucose; Te, core temperature. # Rest mean different from all exercise means (p<.01). @ Mean different from rest (p<.05). * Mean different from 5 min exercise (p<.05). † Mean different from 30 min (p<.05).
Figure 1. Oxygen consumption, cardiac output, mean arterial pressure and core temperature at rest and during prolonged treadmill exercise. (# rest mean different from all exercise means (p<.01); * mean different from 5 minutes of exercise (p<.05).
Metabolic and Thermal Responses. For all exercise time points oxygen consumption, mixed venous lactate and core temperature were elevated above resting values (Table 1, Figure 1). Oxygen consumption and mixed venous lactate did not change throughout the exercise bout. However, core temperature increased 0.5°C from 5 min to 30 min of exercise and then plateaued through end exercise. Mixed venous glucose decreased throughout the run. Glucose values at 60 min and end exercise were significantly lower than rest and 5 min, and the end exercise values were lower than 30 min. Mixed venous and arterial pH were unchanged throughout exercise. The arterial-mixed venous oxygen difference increased from rest to 5 min exercise (+5.4 vol%) and then remained elevated above rest throughout the exercise bout. Arterial-mixed venous oxygen difference decreased during exercise but only end exercise was significantly lower than the 5 min value (-.9 vol%).

Table 2. Regional Blood Flow at Rest and During Prolonged Treadmill Exercise in Miniature Swine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGION</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>REST</th>
<th>5 min</th>
<th>30 min</th>
<th>END</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>84 ± 15</td>
<td>69 ± 16</td>
<td>63 ± 13</td>
<td>76 ± 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>47 ± 17</td>
<td>77 ± 25</td>
<td>216 ± 66</td>
<td>174 ± 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart (LV)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>120 ± 6</td>
<td>263 ± 55</td>
<td>283 ± 36</td>
<td>329 ± 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney (right)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>417 ± 38</td>
<td>347 ± 52</td>
<td>366 ± 36</td>
<td>234 ± 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney (left)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>413 ± 37</td>
<td>336 ± 49</td>
<td>338 ± 36</td>
<td>231 ± 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrenal</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>154 ± 59</td>
<td>238 ± 55</td>
<td>328 ± 83</td>
<td>276 ± 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total GI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25 ± 4</td>
<td>12 ± 2</td>
<td>14 ± 3</td>
<td>11 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI % Qt</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22 ± 4</td>
<td>5 ± 1</td>
<td>5 ± 2</td>
<td>4 ± 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are means ± SE in ml·min⁻¹·100g⁻¹. LV, left ventricle; GI, gastrointestinal organs; Total GI, ml·min⁻¹·Kg BW⁻¹; Qt, cardiac output.

† Rest mean different from all exercise means (P<.01). ‡ Mean different from rest (p<.05). * Mean different from 5 min (p<.05). + Mean different from 30 min (p<.05).
Regional Blood Flow. Brain blood flow was unchanged, while blood flow to lungs, heart and adrenal gland increased from rest to exercise (Table 2). However, the small number for these organs limited statistical inferences. Right and left kidney blood flows were not altered until end exercise when flow became significantly lower than the rest, 5 min and 30 min time points. Total gastrointestinal blood flow was reduced by 50% from rest to exercise. This represented a change from 22% of total cardiac output at rest to 5% of total cardiac output at 5 min exercise. Total gastrointestinal blood flow was then unchanged throughout the exercise bout.

Table 3. Muscle Blood Flow at Rest and During Prolonged Treadmill Exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MUSCLE</th>
<th>REST</th>
<th>5 min</th>
<th>30 min</th>
<th>END</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectus Femoris</td>
<td>9 ± 2</td>
<td>105 ± 20</td>
<td>88 ± 19</td>
<td>99 ± 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biceps Femoris</td>
<td>15 ± 4</td>
<td>99 ± 14</td>
<td>110 ± 9</td>
<td>111 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semitendinosus</td>
<td>16 ± 6</td>
<td>65 ± 11</td>
<td>55 ± 8</td>
<td>58 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soleus</td>
<td>14 ± 3</td>
<td>46 ± 9</td>
<td>63 ± 6</td>
<td>65 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tibialis Anterior</td>
<td>9 ± 2</td>
<td>139 ± 18</td>
<td>140 ± 22</td>
<td>133 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Hindlimb</td>
<td>13 ± 3</td>
<td>79 ± 10</td>
<td>79 ± 8</td>
<td>83 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cremaster</td>
<td>10 ± 4</td>
<td>34 ± 21</td>
<td>36 ± 16</td>
<td>58 ± 17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values are means ± SE in ml·min⁻¹·100g⁻¹; n=6 except for tibialis anterior where n=5. Total Hindlimb refers to the mean of the 5 hindlimb muscles.

Rest mean different from all exercise means (P<.01).

Skeletal Muscle Blood Flow. Blood flow (ml·min⁻¹·100g⁻¹) to four hindlimb muscles exhibited a six fold increase from rest to 5 min of exercise (+66) (Table 3, Figure 2). No further change was observed between 5 min and the 30 min and end exercise time points. The tibialis anterior exhibited the greatest increase in flow (+131) while the smallest change was noted in the semitendinosus (+49). Soleus muscle blood flow increased slightly from five minutes to end exercise (+19;p=.07). Blood flow to the *c.*-rectus muscle exhibited an insignificant increase from rest to end exercise.
DISCUSSION

Muscle Blood Flow. Hindlimb muscle blood flow remained constant during 100 minutes of treadmill exercise. These findings support observations on humans (1) but contradict previous reports for pigs (3,4) and rats (23). Men exercising at comparable intensity (58% \( VO_2\max \)), exhibited a constant blood flow to the legs from 40 to 120 minutes of bicycle exercise (1). Systemic and leg oxygen consumption and heart rate (+7 b·min\(^{-1}\)) were unchanged during this same period, while body temperatures were not measured.
Swine have exhibited marked increases in both forelimb and hindlimb muscle blood flow between 15 and 30 minutes of treadmill exercise at 70% \( \text{VO}_2 \text{max} \) (3). This increase in muscle blood flow corresponded to marked increases in cardiac output (+1.2 \( \text{l} \cdot \text{min}^{-1} \)), heart rate (+19 \( \text{b} \cdot \text{min}^{-1} \)) and colonic temperature (+1.4°C; 41.0°C). Two pigs exercised at 60% \( \text{VO}_2 \text{max} \) demonstrated similar muscle blood flow and colonic temperature responses (4). Since external work was held constant and metabolic rate (\( \text{VO}_2 \)) was unchanged, increments in muscle blood flow may be attributed to body temperature and/or factors other than metabolic demand.

Prolonged treadmill exercise in rats elicited a marked increase in hindlimb muscle blood flow between 30 and 54 minutes of exercise (26). Heart rate and mean arterial pressure did not change between these time points and core temperature and oxygen consumption were not measured. Rats have exhibited large increases in colonic temperature (+3°C) reaching 41.8°C during a treadmill run to exhaustion (15). Therefore, temperature may also have contributed to the muscle blood flow response observed during exhaustive exercise in rats (23).

Our observations of constant muscle blood flow and oxygen consumption with limited increases in core temperature, combined with previous muscle blood flow elevations associated with hyperthermia (3,4,23), support a direct link between core temperature, muscle blood flow, and cardiac output. Hyperthermia has been shown to impair physical performance and muscle metabolism in both humans (10,24) and mongrel dogs (19,20). During external cooling experiments, increasing muscle temperatures were associated with higher muscle lactate and lower ATP and CP (19,20). This temperature effect on \( \text{H}^+ \) and phosphate could mediate a local vasodilation to increase muscle blood flow (20) despite an active sympathetic tone (34). Vasodilation in active muscle could result in a reflex increase in cardiac output to maintain a constant mean arterial pressure (3,19,20,32). Armstrong et al (3), reported that increases in muscle blood flow and core temperature between 15 and 30 minutes of exercise were associated with unchanged oxygen consumption, while the arterial-mixed venous oxygen difference (derived from mean values) declined slightly. These combined observations suggest muscle blood flow may increase dramatically in rats and pigs when core temperature exceeds some threshold value above 39.9°C.
The findings in rats (23) and pigs (3,4) contradict observations in humans and sheep that suggest thermal stress during exercise results in no change or a reduction in muscle blood flow (5,32). Rowell (32) has extensively discussed the potential for vasoconstriction in active muscle while exercising in a hot environment. Studies in man support a mechanism of vasoconstriction in active muscle during moderate and maximal exercise (34). In addition, passive arteriolar tone was shown to increase when core temperature exceeded 37°C (36). The most direct evidence for vasoconstriction was observed in sheep subjected to mild heat stress (40°C) during 30 minutes of treadmill exercise (5). Hindlimb muscle blood flow was reduced when compared with responses under thermoneutral conditions. However, it is important to note that the sheep (5) were exercising at lower core temperatures and lower relative intensities than the pigs (3).

In addition, the pigs in the current study were exercise trained, whereas in previous reports neither the pigs or rats (3,23) were exercise trained. It is possible that repeated exercise and the consequent elevations of core temperature elicits an adaptive response which effectively increases the cooling efficiency of the exercising animal. This adaptive response could include: a coincident decrease in muscle hyperemia and an increase in skin hyperemia to facilitate heat dispersal, an increase in the threshold temperature at which muscle blood flow begins to increase, or a combination of these adaptations. Reflex increases in muscle blood flow in the face of severe hyperthermia may contribute to the hypotension which develops in humans during athletic events (39).

Therefore, the effects of core temperature on muscle blood flow during prolonged exercise remains unclear. Although species differences may be responsible for the divergent blood flow responses, relative heat stress and exercise intensity may be more significant determinants of the observed differences. The pigs were exercised at higher core temperatures and higher relative intensities than the sheep (3,5). Yet, muscle blood flow was increased progressively in the pigs and decreased in the sheep. Our cooling procedures elicited a muscle blood flow response similar to that of humans exercising at a moderate intensity (58% VO₂max) in a neutral environment (29,32). Further work is needed to determine the relationship between hyperthermia and exercise intensity on the muscle blood flow response to prolonged exercise.
Regional Blood Flow. Regional blood flows were dramatically altered with the onset of exercise but tended to plateau and remain constant throughout the exercise bout. In general, the responses were similar to previous reports for exercising swine (2, 3). The reduction in kidney blood flow at end exercise was similar to that noted at end exercise in two pigs run to exhaustion at 60% VO\textsubscript{2}max (4). This response was consistent with an increased sympathetic drive since kidney blood flow was shown to be inversely proportional to heart rate during exercise (32) and catecholamines increased progressively during prolonged exercise (11, 30). Notably, heart rate drifted upward to end exercise in the present study.

Gastrointestinal (GI) blood flow decreased by 50% from rest and then remained constant throughout the exercise bout. However, GI flow did increase slightly between 5 and 30 minutes of exercise. This response was similar to the more dramatic decline and subsequent recovery in GI blood flow observed in pigs (3) and rabbits (16) at the onset of exercise. The slight flow increase at 30 minutes may reflect a flow autoregulation to meet the local metabolic demands of the GI organs. Subsequently, total GI flow declined slightly from 30 minutes to the end exercise time point. A progressive sympathetic drive could explain the latter change since heart rate increased during this period. Blood flow distribution has been linked to sympathetic drive in exercising humans (32). This conclusion was based on the linear inverse relationship observed between heart rate and splanchnic blood flow during exercise. Analysis of our data relating heart rate to total GI blood flow revealed a similar relationship between either heart rate or cardiac output and total GI blood flow. In addition, unpublished observations have indicated that the interval between 30 and 60 minutes of exercise was a critical time for thermal and cardiovascular regulation in our exercising swine model. Core temperature reached a peak and then plateaued or declined during this period.

The relatively constant regional blood flows and arterial-mixed venous oxygen differences we observed suggest that little redistribution of blood flow was occurring during prolonged exercise. However, the increase in heart rate and cardiac output after a plateau in core temperature at 30 minutes probably reflected increased subcutaneous and skin blood flow since skin cooling was effective in maintaining a thermal equilibrium. This is supported by Armstrong et al. (3) who reported an increase in skin blood flow and a
6 fold increase in blood flow to subdermal fat. Although pigs cannot dissipate heat by sweating, we have observed marked skin erythema and elevations in skin temperature when pigs exercise in a neutral environment. Heat stress limited the duration of moderate exercise in a neutral environment unless the animal was cooled by frequent skin wetting and a fan (26). This cooling procedure elicited a core temperature response similar to humans (29,32).

Several problems exist in determining where the additional cardiac output was distributed during prolonged exercise. We were unable to trap enough 15 micron microspheres to accurately measure skin blood flow when the skin was cooled with water (18). However, the elevated lung blood flows at 30 minutes and at endexercise were indicative of increased shunt blood flow (3). The anastomotic vasculature of the skin would promote such shunting (6), particularly when elevated temperature elicits vasodilation (6,15). Thus, reported values for skin blood flow were likely gross underestimations of true flow in exercising swine (3). A similar shunting problem exists in determining whether blood flow increased to tissues that can dissipate heat through panting (3). In contrast to dogs, panting has proven to be an inadequate means of heat dissipation in pigs. This is somewhat surprising because a well developed carotid rete has been described for the pig (25). Finally, subtle changes in blood flow, not reflected by arterial-mixed venous oxygen differences nor detected by microsphere techniques, may have occurred in several organs to account for the increased cardiac output and potential redistribution.

Hemodynamics and Cardiovascular Drift (CVD). During prolonged exercise swine have exhibited a CVD with characteristics different from that of humans (2,3,4,9,32,35). In a neutral environment (20°C), CVD in humans has been described as a downward drift in central venous pressure, stroke volume, pulmonary and systemic arterial pressure resultant from decreased central blood volume, while a compensatory increase in heart rate maintained a relatively constant cardiac output (9,32,35). Sympathetic activity contributed to this response since catecholamines were positively correlated to heart rate drift during prolonged exercise (11,30). Most evidence has indicated that CVD in humans results from the peripheral redistribution of blood flow to the skin for heat dissipation rather than a reduction in cardiac function (28,32).
In contrast, our results for swine demonstrated an increase in cardiac output after 60 minutes of exercise, while stroke volume and mean arterial pressure were unchanged throughout the 100 minute exercise period. Comparable data were reported for pigs exercised for 30 minutes at 70% \( \text{VO}_2 \text{max} \) in a neutral environment (3). Heart rate and cardiac output significantly increased between 5 and 30 minutes of exercise, but stroke volumes, derived from the mean cardiac outputs and heart rates, did not change. Surprisingly, the relatively large drop in mean arterial pressure between 5 and 30 minutes (-11 mmHg) was not statistically significant. Although stroke volume did not change, a reduced mean arterial pressure would be consistent with the human response that follows reductions in central blood volume and elevations in skin blood flow to dissipate heat (9,32). In addition, sympathetic activity may be an important CVD factor in swine since marked increases in catecholamines were observed during prolonged submaximal exercise (unpublished observations). These animal studies support observations on humans which suggest the magnitude of CVD is a function of the relative exercise intensity (9,33,35).

Our observations of stable regional blood flows during prolonged exercise suggest that CVD in swine results from an additive thermal effect, since oxygen consumption, stroke volume and mean arterial pressure were unchanged throughout the exercise bout (Tables 2 and 3). This hypothesized thermal effect is supported by others (3) who reported that marked increases in heart rate and cardiac output corresponded to large elevations in colonic temperature. Mean values from their data revealed correlation coefficients of 0.95 and 0.99 for colonic temperature and heart rate and for colonic temperature and cardiac output, respectively. The increased cardiac output was directed to vasodilated skin and skeletal muscle in pigs exercising at the higher intensities and temperatures (3), whereas the skin was the probable target of increased flow in our animals.

Several differences exist between pigs and humans that may account for the discrepancies in CVD. Central blood volume appears more difficult to maintain during exercise in humans than swine. Quadrupeds have 70% of their blood volume at or above heart level, while humans have 70% below the heart (31). Thus, central hemodynamics should be less affected by peripheral redistribution of a portion of the blood volume. In humans, the essential elevation in cutaneous blood flow to dissipate heat by sweating (32).
decreases venous return and central blood volume, resulting in a reduced stroke volume \((9,32)\). Fluid losses by sweating can exacerbate this loss of blood volume. In contrast, increased blood flow to the skin, carotid rete and active muscle do not appear to compromise the central blood volume in swine. Humans exercising in an upright posture also experience greater hydrostatic pressure on their capacitance vessels resulting in a decreased venous return and stroke volume \((31)\). Furthermore, splenic contraction could maintain total blood volume by counteracting losses in plasma volume and reductions in central blood volume due to increased skin and muscle blood flow \((27)\). Finally, higher circulating catecholamines in swine may elicit a greater heart rate drift during prolonged exercise. This would produce the increase in cardiac output, since stroke volume and presumably central blood volume were maintained throughout exercise.

In addition, an upward drift in oxygen consumption \((\text{UDO})\) during sustained exercise was not clearly demonstrated in our results or in the study of Armstrong et al \((3)\). We observed only a 5% increase in oxygen consumption \((\text{VO}_2)\), while the swine used by Armstrong et al \((3)\) exhibited a 10% increase in \text{VO}_2 during the exercise bout. These values were low compared to the range of 6 to 25% UDO reported for humans exercising in a neutral environment \((7,9,10,14,35)\). However, the results for swine generally support the importance of relative exercise intensity and body temperature in determining UDO in humans. A greater UDO for the swine used by Armstrong et al \((3)\) was consistent with a higher relative intensity and a higher body temperature than for our animals. Other factors which have been implicated in UDO include: increased work of breathing, decreased respiratory exchange ratio, and increased blood levels of catecholamines and lactate \((7,10,14,35)\). Blood lactate and pH were unchanged throughout the exercise bout in our study and in the study of Armstrong et al \((3)\). The constant pH reflected the compensatory respiratory alkalosis known to occur in exercising pigs \((17)\). However, a potential role for circulating catecholamines in the modest UDO in swine cannot be discounted.

Therefore, "cardiovascular drift" reflects an additive thermal effect superimposed on the metabolic demands of exercise. In swine, stroke volume and central blood volume are maintained, while a thermal vasodilation in skin and/or active muscle drives cardiac output and heart rate to higher values to maintain a constant blood pressure. In humans, central blood volume and
Stroke volume are reduced with the increase in skin blood flow and a compensatory increase in heart rate maintains a constant cardiac output. Exercise intensity and thermal stress interact to determine the magnitude of the CVD.
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**Title:** (U) PLATEAU IN MUSCLE BLOOD FLOW DURING PROLONGED EXERCISE IN MINIATURE SWINE

**Personal Author(s):** M. Dan McKirnan; Charles G. Gray; Francis C. White

**Abstract:**
Cardiovascular, metabolic and thermoregulatory responses were studied in eight miniature swine during a prolonged treadmill run. Each animal underwent 8 to 10 weeks of exercise training, thoracic surgery and three weeks of retraining prior to the experimental run. This regimen enabled the animals to run at 65% of the heart rate range (120-220 b/min) for approximately 100 minutes. Skin wetting and a fan were used to cool the pigs during the run. Regional blood flow was significantly altered with the onset of exercise; however, hindlimb muscle and total gastrointestinal blood flow were unchanged throughout the exercise period. Compared with five minute values, heart rate and cardiac output were significantly elevated by 17 b/min and 31 ml/min·kg at 60 minutes and by 20 b/min and 33 ml/min·kg at end exercise, respectively. Core temperatures increased between 5 and 30 minutes of exercise (39.2-39.9°C), but then remained unchanged to the end of exercise. Mean arterial pressure, oxygen consumption and blood lactate did not change during the exercise bout. These data indicate that limiting increases in core temperature during prolonged exercise was associated with a plateau in active muscle blood flow. The cardiovascular drift observed after the (over)

**Supplementary Notation:** Prepared in cooperation with the Department of Pathology, University of California, San Diego, School of Medicine.
Plateau in core temperature probably reflected an increased skin blood flow since cooling procedures effectively limited the thermal stress during prolonged exercise.